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plausible logical analysis of moral dilemmas and prima facie obliga-tions.1 IntroductionIn recent years the study of deontic logic has received new impulses by theuse of techniques of nonmonotonic logics. The focus has in particular been onthe problem of moral dilemmas, or conicting obligations, arising from whatW.D. Ross [25] has called 'prima facie' principles. A collection of papers onthis issue is [6].What exactly is the problem? In standard deontic logic (SDL), a normalmodal system of type KD in the classi�cation of Chellas [2] the validity ofthe scheme D�: 1 :(OA ^O:A)is the only way of obtaining the desirable validity of the scheme D::O?However, many regard the validity of D� as unacceptable, on the groundthat in life's daily circumstances people are often faced with what seem to begenuine conicts of obligations, arising from general 'prima facie' principles,whereas D� is taken to mean that such genuine conicts do not exist.Various modal deontic logics have been proposed in which D� is invalidbut D valid ([2, 26, 16]) but, as argued by Horty in [8, 9, 10], these logicsseem to be too weak. Consider, for example, 'You should either serve in thearmy or do alternative service' and 'You ought not to serve in the army':intuitively, this seems to imply 'You should perform alternative service', butin all proposed logics without D� also the scheme(O(A _ B) ^O:A)! OBis invalid. Horty observes that if O validates the rule RK of consequentialclosure: A1 ^ � � � ^ An ! BOA1 ^ � � � ^ OAn ! OB (n � 0)1The names of the schemes in this article are based on [2].2



then this inference would be valid if the following principle, called C, werevalid as well: (OA ^OB)! O(A ^B)However, it is easy to see that if D and RK are valid, the invalidity of D�invalidates C as well. Horty concludes - and I agree - that what we wouldwant to have is a restricted version of C, valid only if it does not violate D.In order to obtain this, Horty shifts the perspective: instead of designinga modal logic weaker than SDL, he regards deontic rules as defeasible, i.e.as subject to unforeseen exceptions and to running into conicts with otherrules. This point of view makes it possible to apply results from arti�cial-intelligence research on common-sense reasoning, in the form of so-callednonmonotonic logics. A basic feature of these logics is that they allow for'jumping to conclusions' on the basis of general, defeasible rules if no con-icting information is available; the other side of this is that nonmonotonicinferences may have to be withdrawn if we come to know more.The nonmonotonic perspective is particularly realistic for rules meant foreveryday life. In formulating or discovering the rules on which to act intheir daily circumstances, people have to cope with their limited abilitiesand resources: for humans it is impossible to foresee the entire future, inparticular to anticipate every possible exception to or every possible collisonbetween the rules. Therefore people often have to jump to their conclusionson the basis of general, defeasible rules, subject to possible conicts andexceptions.Before the rise of arti�cial{intelligence research, these observations hadalready been made by practical philosophers (e.g. [25]) and legal theorists(e.g. [7]). In the �eld of arti�cial intelligence and law several researchershave advocated the use of nonmonotonic logics (see e.g. [4, 5] and, for anoverview, [20]). In [22, pp. 331{2] I have, moreover, suggested to apply thisview to the issue of moral dilemmas and prima facie obligations. Horty'sproposal is included in the same �EON{91 proceedings ([8]); there he alsopresents a �rst formalisation involving deontic operators.Although thus the starting points of my suggestion and Horty's analysisare the same and although, moreover, both are based on Reiter's [24] defaultlogic, there is an important di�erence. While the logic developed by Hortyis in fact (like e.g. [12]) a special defeasible logic for deontic reasoning, Isuggest (like e.g. [15] and [17]) to combine a deontic logic with an already3



existing general nonmonotonic formalism. The aim of this paper is to assessthe merits of these two strategies of formalising defeasible deontic reasoning.I will compare the approaches in two stages. First I will carry out a casestudy, by developing my suggestion of [22] in more detail and comparing theresult to Horty's logic. After that I will evaluate the two approaches in moregeneral terms.2 Horty's nonmonotonic deontic logic2.1 The logicOne of the best known formalisations of nonmonotonic reasoning is Re-iter's [24] default logic; this is the system used by Horty in developing hisnonmonotonic deontic logic, which in turn is inspired by his logical recon-struction in [8, 10] of a proposal of van Fraassen [3]. First I give a very briefoutline of default logic (using the '(F;�)' notation of [22]). It is based ona set F of �rst-order formulas and a set � of defaults, which are inferencerules of the form A : B=C, in which A is the prerequisite, B the justi�cation,and C the consequent. Informally, this reads as 'If A holds and B may beconsistently assumed, C may be inferred'. New beliefs can be derived by us-ing ground instances of any default of �, as long as consistency is preserved.If as many defaults as possible are thus used, i.e. if applying any new de-fault would cause an inconsistency, sets result which are called extensionsof (F;�). Since defaults can conict, a default theory may have several,mutually inconsistent, extensions.I will discuss Horty's views as they are presented in their most advancedform in [9]. In his system Horty assumes as given an 'ought context' hF;��i:F is a single �rst-order formula, representing the factual information, and� is a set of conditional ought sentences of the form O(A=B), standing for'A ought to be in case of B'. These de�nitions are a further development ofhis analysis of unconditional oughts OA as being Reiter-defaults > : A=A.Therefore O(A=B) can be read as a Reiter-default B : A=A.In order to let more speci�c conditionals overridemore general ones, Hortyde�nes a conditional ought O(A=B) to be overridden in the context hF;��ijust in case there is an ought O(A0=B 0) such that1. F ` B 0; B 0 ` B and B 6` B 0; and4



2. fF;A0; Ag is inconsistent; and3. fF;A0g is consistent.Then a conditioned extension of hF;��i is de�ned as a set E such that thereis another set S such thatS = fA j O(A=B) 2 �,F ` B,O(A=B) is not overridden in hF;��i,:A 62 Eg,and E = Th(S [ fFg).Then, after showing that every ought context has a conditioned extension,Horty de�nesO(A=B) is true with respect to � i� A 2 E for some conditioned extensionE of hB;��i.Finally, Horty de�nes OA as O(A=>).It is easy to see that this account of obligation satis�es Horty's require-ments (including their conditional counterparts). That D is valid is immedi-ate from the last condition on S, and the validity of the restricted form of Cfollows from the fact that if two formulas are in the same conditioned exten-sion, also their conjunction is in that extension. Finally, the invalidity of D�and of the unrestricted version of C follows from the possibility, just as indefault logic, of multiple, mutually inconsistent extensions. For instance, theought context � = hB^C; fO(A=B);O(:A=C)gi has two conditioned exten-sions: ThfA;B;Cg and Thf:A;B;Cg. Then by de�nition both O(A=B^C)and O(:A=B ^C) are true with respect to �, whereas O(A ^ :A=B ^ C) isfalse with respect to �.2.2 CriticismGranted that a nonmonotonic perspective on moral dilemmas is fruitful, isHorty's system a promising approach to the formalisation of defeasible deon-tic reasoning? Horty, although listing a number of open problems, claims it5



is. In my opinion, however, there are serious reasons for taking another ap-proach, since the above-sketched logic (let us call itH) seems to be inherentlyunable to deal with some very common forms of deontic reasoning. A �rstproblem is that in H no satisfactory analysis of explicit permissions seems tobe possible. In standard deontic logic PA is de�ned as :O:A, which seemsreasonable. However, if in H we allow explicit permissions of this kind inthe set � of background oughts, there is a problem, since Horty's treatmentof oughts makes them collapse into non-deontic Reiter- defaults, for whichreason negated background oughts have no reasonable Reiter-default coun-terpart. Therefore, in H permissions cannot be expressed as premises. Thereis a way to express a kind of permission as a conclusion, viz. as :O(:A=B);however, this is what is often called weak permission, the absence of an obliga-tion to A, and that is not the same as SDL's permission, which captures thenotion of an explicit permission of A. An important di�erence between thesetwo kinds of permissions is that if A is weakly permitted, then a subsequentprohibition of A just regulates something that was not yet regulated, whileif A is explicitely permitted, a prohibition introduces a normative conict.Another problem is that in its present form H can only be used for de�n-ing relations between ought statements, since it does not distinguish betweenwhat is and what should be the case. One thing that cannot be expressedis 'factual detachment', i.e. the derivation of an unconditional obligation OAfrom a conditional obligation O(A=B) and B. Moreover, it is also impossibleto express that an obligation has been violated (in fact, H even validatesO(A=A)); among other things this means that H cannot express contrary-to-duty imperatives, another well{studied topic in deontic logic.2A third problem has to do with combining factual and deontic defaults.In both legal and moral reasoning deontic conditionals are not the only de-feasible conditionals; very often their antecedent is itself derived by anotherrule, often called a 'classi�cation rule' or an 'interpretation rule'. Particu-larly in the legal �eld it is widely accepted that also these rules are defeasible(see e.g. [7, 4]). To extend Hart's standard example on a park regulationforbidding vehicles to enter the park: not only this rule itself may turn outto be defeasible, for example, if the vehicle is an ambulance, but also rules2In [28] H is extended to cope with this problem but in a way which is not quitesatisfactory: �rstly, violations cannot be expressed in the logical object language; andsecond, the resulting system still su�ers from the other problems discussed in this section.6



on when something counts as a vehicle may be defeasible: imagine that acourt says that objects on wheels that are meant for normal transport arevehicles: then roller skates used by people on their way to the o�ce might berecognised as an exception. Now since, as just described, H makes deonticdefeasible conditionals collapse into factual Reiter-defaults, there seems tobe no simple way to capture combined reasoning with classi�cation rules anddeontic rules, which is clearly a severe restriction of the logic when it has tobe applied to realistic examples.The heart of the problems seems to be that in the present form of H,default logic can only be used for the formalisation of defeasible conditionalswhich are deontic. Although one might, of course, try to extend H, alsoan alternative and perhaps easier route suggests itself. Why not use defaultlogic as it is, with the only change that the language on which it is based,�rst-order predicate logic, is extended with modal deontic operators? Thendeontic conditionals do not collapse into factual conditionals. An additionaladvantage is that this solution does not depend on the existence of a specialdeontic kind of defeasibility, for which as yet there is no convincing evidence.In fact, this is the solution I shall explore in the rest of this paper. Beforethat, however, one possible objection should be discussed, viz. that whenwe combine default logic with standard deontic logic, D� is valid again orin other words, we have no satisfactory way of maintaining that genuineconicts of duties are possible.3 Moral dilemmas and consistencyObviously, combining default logic with SDL makes no sense if SDL unjustlyvalidates D�. However, in my view it is not at all obvious that D� should begiven up; in this section I will suggest some reasons why, at least for certainkinds of ought statements, also the validity of this principle can be reasonablydefended. Let us look more closely at the most common objections to thevalidity of D�.Of course, it cannot be denied that in the practice of everyday life people'sactions are governed by many legal or quasilegal regulations, moral codes andso on. However, as argued by Alchourr�on in [1], one should not confuse theconsistency of a description of such a state of a�airs with the consistencyof the described norms themselves: it is perfectly possible to consistently7



express the fact that contradicting rules apply to a certain situation, in thesame way as it is possible to consistently say that people have contradictingfactual beliefs. I have the impression that sometimes when people refer tothe existence of moral dilemmas, they do not clearly distinguish these twosituations.However, the factual existence of conicting obligations is not the onlyargument given against D�; sometimes it is argued that when people �ndthemselves in a moral dilemma they really feel bound by both of the conict-ing obligations and this feeling is not accounted for by a theory which regardsat most one of the obligations as holding and which thus, so the argumentgoes, dismisses such feelings as unmotivated or even irrational.I doubt whether an explanation of such feelings really requires the inva-lidity of D�; in my view also an alternative view is possible, employing amore pragmatic view on the e�ect of contradictions. That in one particularsituation a rule is dropped to maintain consistency does not mean that it hasno binding force at all, since in other, unproblematic situations it can still beapplied. I see no compelling reasons why the binding force of a deontic ruleshould be equated with its application to every single occasion. Here we canbene�t from arti�cial-intelligence research on nonmonotonic reasoning. Thegeneral result of this work has been a more exible view on the role and e�ectof contradictions: many logics have been developed in which a contradictiondoes not make a body of information completely useless, and in which it ispossible to reason with preferences on how to resolve the contradiction. Ifwe use one of these logics (as I will do in Section 4), we can also explain thebinding force of a deontic rule involved in a conict as: 'if there had been noconict, we would have accepted the rule's consequent without discussion,and so we will in future situations without conict'.It might be argued that it is nevertheless desirable to have the syntacticmeans to express the binding force of conicting obligations in the languageitself. This is indeed an interesting point but if the O-operator has to ful�lthis purpose, then in my view it captures a weak notion of 'ought', whichdoes not cover all uses of this term, certainly not the one of legal reasoning:OA then means something like 'there is a reason to do A, even if we mightbe obliged to do :A'. I agree that for this notion of 'ought' D� should indeedbe invalid; however, it is very important to realise that this notion, ratherthan being the usual notion of 'ought', which should determine 'the' logicof obligation, concerns only certain types of ought{statements; other types8



may very well validate D�.To summarise this section, I have tried to give some reasons why accept-ing D� is at least defensible: �rstly, one should be careful in distinguishingbetween describing and expressing norms; secondly, research in nonmonotoniclogic allows for a more exible view on the e�ects of inconsistent informa-tion; and �nally, there seem to be di�erent senses of 'ought', some of whichvalidate and some of which invalidate D�.4 An argumentation framework in deonticdefault logicI will now discuss the second strategy of formalising defeasible deontic rea-soning: combining an existing deontic logic with an existing nonmonotoniclogic. As the deontic logic I will use SDL; this choice is for convenienceonly: the story is the same for other deontic logics validating C and D�. Asthe nonmonotonic formalism I shall use my formal argumentation frameworkbased on default logic ([20, 22]). Essentially, this framework adds two thingsto default logic: it uses the notion of an argument and it provides a wayfor expressing preferences between conicting arguments. Although for mak-ing the general points also other formalisms may be suitable, the use of theframework is attractive for at least two reasons: the link with default logicfacilitates a transparent comparison with Horty's logic, while the notion ofan argument seems to �t nicely with the informal notion of a moral dilemma.In this section I will �rst consider the extension of default logic to modallogics, then I sketch my framework, and �nally I will apply it to the issuesin deontic reasoning that are discussed by Horty.4.1 Modal default logicAlthough Reiter [24, pp. 93{4] explicitly wants to stay within the settingof �rst-order predicate logic, nothing in his system prevents the use of otherunderlying logics. I now consider an extension to modal predicate logics atleast as strong as K. It is easy to verify that this extension is straightforward,apart from one technical problem. In Reiter's treatment of so-called opendefaults, i.e. defaults containing free variables, an essential element is theskolemisation of �rst-order formulas (see [24, pp. 115{18]), and skolemisation9



is problematic for modal predicate logics invalidating the so-called Barcanformula39xPx! 9x3Px .The reason is that if we skolemise 39xPx as 3Pa where a is a Skolemconstant, we can subsequently derive 9x3Px. Therefore the extension ofdefault logic to modal logics only works for modal logics validating the Barcanformula.4.2 The frameworkI now give an outline of the theory developed in [20, 22]. This system is oneof several formal argumentation systems that have been developed in thepast few years (for an overview and comparison see [20, Ch. 9] or [29, Ch.9]).Unlike most other systems, my framework was designed with applications tonormative, in particular legal argumentation, in mind.The framework is based on the normal part of default logic, i.e. thejusti�cation and the consequent of a default are assumed to be identical.Below normal defaults A : B=B will be written as A ) B; formulas ofthe form ) A, which is shorthand for > ) A, are used for representingunconditional defeasible rules. The framework consists of four parts: the�rst concerns the notion of an argument, the second says when argumentsare in conict, the third is about ways of comparing arguments and the �nalpart de�nes what it means that an argument is justi�ed. The frameworkwill be sketched against the background of a �xed default theory (F;�).The interesting case is, of course, when this default theory has multipleextensions.To start with arguments, they are essentially the same as Reiter's [24]default proofs.3 Let for any set D of defaults PRE(D) and CONS(D)respectively be the sets of all prerequisites and of all consequents of D. Thenan argument is de�ned as a �nite sequence D0; : : : ;Dn of sets of groundinstances of D, such that1. For 1 � i � n;F [ CONS(Di) ` ' for all ' 2 PRE(Di�1);3Alternative de�nitions are possible, but for the present purposes this is not essential;my present concern is to have a formalism based on the general approach that can becompared to H in its application to defeasible deontic reasoning.10



2. Dn = ;;3. [ni=0CONS(Di) [ F is consistent.Informally, D1 collects all defaults that are 'directly' used to derive the con-clusion, i.e. of which the joint consequents (together with the facts) deduc-tively imply the conclusion; D2 then collects those defaults that are in thesame way used to 'directly' derive the prerequisites of the defaults in D1, andso on, until we can 'ground' our argument in the facts.For any argument A = D0; : : : ;Dn a subargument of A is an argumentA0 = D00; : : : ;D0n such that for each i(0 � i � n);D0i � Di. Furthermore,A0 is a proper subargument of A i� A0 6= A. Every formula implied by[ni=0CONS(Di)[F is a conclusion of A, while it is also a �nal conclusion ofA i� it is not a conclusion of a proper subargument of A.The second main notion of the framework is that of a conict betweenarguments. This is de�ned in terms of the �nal conclusions of an argument.An argument A1 attacks an argument A2 i� A1 and A2 have contradictory�nal conclusions and A1 (or A2) does not have any conclusion ' such that:' is a conclusion of a subargument of A2 (or A1)4. Note that this impliesthat A1 attacks A2 i� A2 attacks A1.The third building block is a way of comparing pairs of arguments. Whatis very important is that this is assumed to be done according some unspec-i�ed standard of defeat, provided by the user of the framework, and onlyhaving some minimal formal properties, for instance that it is asymmetricand noncircular. In particular, the defeat relation is not required to expressa notion of speci�city (although it can be used for that purpose; cf. [18, 20]).The reason for this is that in reality arguments are compared on many dif-ferent grounds: for example, in law arguments are also, and even with higherpriority, compared with respect to the hierarchical status of the rules in-volved and with respect to the time of their enactment. This is not typicalfor legal reasoning, nor even for deontic reasoning in general; for instance, inLondon's underground stations hand-written factual information on movablewhiteboards is intended to override information printed on �xed signs, re-gardless of whether the hand-written information is more speci�c or not. Inconclusion, although testing for speci�city may be a logical matter, deciding4The second condition of this de�nition prevents the possibility of saving a defeatedargument by extending it in some suitable way.11



to prefer the most speci�c argument is a matter of content. Accordingly, theframework regards the criteria for comparing arguments, in addition to thefacts and defaults, as a third category of 'input' provided by the user.The �nal main element of the framework is the de�nition of a justi�edargument, i.e. of an argument with which a dispute can be won. In orderto reect the step-by-step nature of argumentation this notion is de�nedinductively: the idea is that in each inductive step arguments attacking eachother are only compared with respect to their �nal conclusions, which ideais captured by clause ?? of the de�nition; intermediate conclusions shouldalready have been justi�ed at earlier steps in the induction, which is expressedby clause ??. A further idea captured by clause ?? is that an argument whichis not itself better than a counterargument can still be saved, or reinstatedby another argument which is better than this counterargument. To avoidthe de�nition being circular, it is expressed as stating conditions on sets ofarguments rather than on individual arguments.The set of justi�ed arguments is the smallest set JA of arguments such thatA 2 JA i�1. All proper subarguments of A are in JA; and2. A defeats all arguments A0 that attack A and that are such that neitherA0 nor a subargument of A0 are defeated by another argument in JA.A very important aspect of this de�nition is that it divides arguments intothree classes. The �rst class is, of course, that of justi�ed arguments. Fur-thermore, if there are arguments which defeat other arguments, there are, ofcourse, also arguments which are overruled; formally, they are de�ned as thearguments which are attacked by a justi�ed argument. Finally, the de�nitionleaves room for a nonempty class of arguments which are neither justi�ed,nor overruled, but merely defensible. Technically, the signi�cance of the no-tion of defensible arguments is that an argument needs not itself be justi�edin order to prevent a counterargument from being justi�ed; it needs merelybe defensible. Philosophically, the notion will be important in the analysisof moral dilemmas.The following example illustrates the de�nitions. Consider a bureaucraticinstitution of which one o�cial says that requests of customers need not beanswered, while a higher o�cial says that written requests must be answered.12



Moreover, there are two conicting precedents on what counts as a writtenrequest. This is formalised as follows, where F = ffg and � = fd1 � d4g.d1: By fax)Writtend2: :By mail) :Writtend3: Request) :OAnswerd4: Written) OAnswerf : Request ^By Fax ^ (By fax! :By mail)Assume that the defeat relations between the arguments are as follows. Nodefeat relation holds between A1 = fd1g; ; and A2 = fd2g; ;, while, giventhe ranking of the o�cials, the argument A4 = fd4g; fd1g; ; defeats its coun-terargument A3 = fd3g; ;. Note that of A4 the proper subarguments are A1and ;, while of A1, A2 and A3 the only proper subargument is ;. It is easy tosee that ; is trivially justi�ed. However, since A1 and A2 do not defeat eachother and are not reinstated by other arguments, they are both not justi�ed.Then by clause 1 also A4 is not justi�ed. One the other hand, since none ofthe arguments are attacked by a justi�ed argument, they are all defensible.Assume now that some authority decides that A1 defeats A2: then A1is justi�ed, which in turn makes A4 justi�ed, since this argument defeatsA3 while now also all its subarguments are justi�ed. Then A2 and A3 areoverruled.4.3 Comparison with Horty's logicLet us now reconsider the problems discussed in Sections 1 and 2. Firstthe scheme D�: even if it holds for the deontic logic used in the framework,it does not hold for the notion of a defensible argument (although it doeshold for the notion of a justi�ed argument): if F = ; and � = f) OA;)O:Ag then, even if the arguments f) OAg for OA and f) O:Ag forO:A are defensible5, there is no defensible argument for O(A ^ :A). Onthe other hand, if A is replaced by a formula B such that fA;Bg [ F isconsistent, then there is a defensible (and in this case also justi�ed) argumentfor O(A ^ B). Hence, for defensible arguments the framework validates therestricted version of C desired by Horty.5Here and below I leave ; implicit. 13



Next, the framework has no problems with expressing (defeasible) fac-tual detachment: if there is an argument D1; : : : ;Dn for A and D containsA ) B, then fA ) Bg;D1; : : :Dn is an argument for B. Furthermore,in the present analysis deontic defeasible conditionals do not collapse intofactual ones, which prevents the other two problems of H. Firstly, sincedefaults of the form A ) PB can be expressed, there is no problem at allin expressing explicit permission. This makes it possible to express conictsbetween obligations and permissions, such as 'You ought not to kill', versus'You may kill in self-defence'. Secondly, there are also no problems withchaining factual and deontic defaults, as needs hardly be explained: fromF = fAg;� = fA) B;B ) OCg an argument for OC can be constructed.Let us now consider speci�city. As explained above, there are good rea-sons for regarding it as only one of the many possible criteria which might(but need not!) be applied. My framework reects this view, but in H speci-�city is the only criterion determining whether an obligation is overriddenby another one. It must be said, however, that H's de�nition of 'overridden'can easily be adapted to capture other criteria.Next the issue of transitivity, or chaining, of defeasible deontic condition-als should be discussed. Horty ([9, p. 82]) remarks that from two defeasibleconditionals 'if A then ought B' and 'if B then ought C' a new conditional'if A then ought C' should be nonmonotonically derivable and he regrets theinvalidity of this derivation in his logic. Now note �rst that, although in de-fault logic and therefore also in my framework it is impossible to derive fromtwo defaults A) B and B ) C a new default A ) C, what can be done,at least if F contains A, is creating an argument for C with the �rst twodefaults. Note also, however, that it is impossible to construct an argumentfor OC from the default theory F = fAg;� = fA) OB;B ) OCg. Now,the latter is in fact what Horty wants to be possible, but clearly this formof chaining is not the same as what is usually regarded as chaining, in whichthe consequent of the �rst and the antecedent of the second default are thesame. In fact, the kind of chaining proposed by Horty requires the validityof 'deontic detachment', which is the derivation of 'it ought to be that B'from 'It ought to be that A' and 'given A it ought to be that B'. Whateverone's views are on this inference rule (see section 5 for a discussion), it seemsreasonable to demand that a deontic logic can at least formally distinguishdeontic from factual detachment. Because of the collapse of deontic intofactual rules, H also fails in this respect.14



Finally, let us return to the question how to account for the feeling ofbeing bound by both horns of a moral dilemma. Considerd1: Ax) OBxd2: Cx) O:BxRecall that open defaults serve as schemes for all their ground instances.Now if F = fAa;Cag then we have an argument for OBa and one for O:Ba.Assume �rst that both arguments are defensible: then the binding force ofboth obligations can be accounted for by saying so. Assume now that theargument for O:Ba defeats the argument for OBa; then the binding forcecan be explained in two ways. One thing we can say is that if we had onlyknown Aa, we would have had a justi�ed argument for OBa. Moreover, wecan say that since d2 is still in �, all its ground instances not involved ina conict are still applicable. For example, if we add the formula Ab to F ,then we still have a justi�ed argument for Bb (and even one for :Ba ^Bb).In conclusion, we can say that the framework of this section is moresuccesful in meeting Horty's demands than Horty's own logic. In particular,my framework has succeeded in preserving results of traditional deontic logic,rather than starting all over again from scratch. The only demand of Hortythat has not been met is the invalidity of D� but some reasons have beeno�ered why this is not neccessarily a drawback.Of course, my formalism is not the �nal answer to all the problems; forexample, it inherits all the well-known problems of default logic and also asan argumentation framework it still needs further development (cf. [20, p.207]). However, the system was not presented for its own sake; my aim hasbeen to show by way of a concrete example how easy it is to meet Horty'sdemands if the 'general' approach is chosen. I now turn to a more generalevaluation of the two approaches.5 General evaluationThe aim of this paper is more general than comparing two particular logi-cal systems: its purpose is to contrast two strategies of formalising defeasibledeontic reasoning: designing a special nonmonotonic logic for deontic reason-ing, and combining an existing nonmonotonic logic with an existing deonticlogic. So far we have only criticised Horty's particular way of formalising the15



'special' approach. However, the comparison also gives rise to more generalobservations. In particular, from the criticism of the collapse in H of deon-tic into factual defaults we can learn that any theory of defeasible deonticreasoning will have to combine an account of defeasible conditionals withan analysis of deontic operators. It is this issue that Horty's logic fails toaddress.What can we say about such an analysis? To start with, in section 3 I havealready argued that if nonmonotonic methods are used for the conditionalpart, in the deontic-operator part more of the traditional deontic logics canbe retained than Horty and some others claim. Next the analysis has toface the question whether defeasible conditionals that are used in deonticcontexts have di�erent properties than conditionals that are used in othercontexts of practical reasoning. If we cannot �nd such di�erences, it seemsmore attractive to follow the 'general' approach and to pro�t from resultsobtained in other �elds.There is one respect in which it has been claimed that deontic defea-sible conditionals are special, and that is the issue of deontic detachment.Some, while acknowledging that the world is rarely perfect, argue that thisprinciple should be understood as a defeasible inference rule, employed onthe assumption that people at least tend to ful�l their obligations. In casesin which evidence to the contrary emerges, this assumption has to be re-tracted and this, then, is a form of nonmonotonic reasoning. This analysishas been defended by [13] and [28] (although in [13] still within a monotonicframework).What are the merits of this way of looking at deontic detachment? Firstly,it should be remarked that it is debatable whether this principle is really aproperty of deontic conditionals: it seems that its underlying intuition canbest be formalised by accepting a defeasible inference ruleOA; A(where; denotes a defeasible inference relation). However, also apart fromthe question how deontic detachment should be formalised, in my view thedefeasible interpretation of this principle is philosophically awed. Let uslook at the assumption underlying deontic detachment as thus conceived, viz.that the world is as ideal as possible given what we know. This assumptionis radically di�erent from the one underlying the usual forms of defeasible16



reasoning, which is that the world is as normal as possible given what weknow. The latter has a rational justi�cation: assuming that things are asnormal as possible reduces the likelihood of error. However, it is highlydoubtful whether the same justi�cation can be given for the assumption thatthe world is as ideal as possible.In my view a better account of deontic detachment is as giving rise toobligations in a di�erent sense, i.e. as reecting that if something is the case,something else has gone wrong. To use the well-known Chisholm paradox: ifyou ought to go to help your neigbours, and if you ought to tell them thatyou are coming if you are coming, then if you don't tell them that you arecoming, it can be inferred that you have not ful�lled all your obligations.This seems a fundamentally weaker notion than the usual sense of ought.For a formal analysis in this spirit see [11].6 ConclusionSummarising our comparison of the two approaches to formalising defeasibledeontics, we have found no convincing philosophical evidence that there isa special deontic kind of defeasibility. Firstly, we have just seen that theinterpretation of deontic detachment as a defeasible inference rule is philo-sophically awed. Let us next go back to Horty's claim that a nonmonotonicperspective leads to a di�erent deontic logic: what I have aimed to show isthat this perspective, on the contrary, tells us that the traditional accountof the deontic operators is in itself tenable, if only it is combined with anonmonotonic logic and a related, more pragmatic attitude towards contra-dictions. I have shown that thus Horty's requirements for a logical analysisof moral dilemmas can very well be satis�ed without the need to give up allthe results of traditional deontic logic.Yet historically the 'special' approach is understandable: within deonticlogic moral dilemmas and prima facie obligations have long been the subjectof debate and then the impression can easily arise that these are genuineissues of deontic reasoning. However, with hindsight we can say that thesedebates were forerunners of the later discussions within arti�cial intelligenceon the logical nature of common-sense reasoning. Now if these issues withinmoral philosophy and legal theory coincide with more general issues withinarti�cial intelligence, then it seems natural that also the more general results17



of arti�cial intelligence are used.I do not claim that the general strategy is completely free from techni-cal problems. Above we have already seen that the combination of defaultlogic and standard deontic logic works well only if the deontic logic validatesthe Barcan formula. Also other problems can arise, for example if both thedefeasible and the deontic logic use preference relations on worlds. For in-stance, both [23] and [27] have suggested a way of analysing contary-to-dutyimperatives with a graded preference ordering on worlds, as to how well theysatisfy the standards of ideality. Now, as has been pointed out by [27], if sucha deontic logic is combined with a nonmonotonic logic that uses normalityrelations on worlds (e.g. with [17]) then the issue of the interaction betweenthe two relations should be addressed.What I do claim, however, is that the 'general' approach to formalisingdefeasible deontics is not only philosophically but also methodologically moreadequate: problems belonging to only one of the �elds can be studied inisolation, and solutions to these problems are immediately available in thecombination. In conclusion, it seems that in the absence of evidence for aspecial deontic kind of defeasibility the 'general' approach is preferable forthe simple reason that it makes life easier.References[1] C.E. Alchourr�on, Logic of norms and logic of normative propositions,Logique �et Analyse 12, 1969, 242-268.[2] B. Chellas, Modal logic: an introduction. Cambridge University Press,1980.[3] B.C. van Fraassen, The logic of conditional obligation. The Journal ofPhilosophical logic, 1972, 417-438.[4] A. von der L. Gardner, An Arti�cial Intelligence approach to legal rea-soning. MIT press, 1987.[5] T.F. Gordon, The importance of nonmonotonicity for legal reasoning.In H. Fiedler, F. Haft, R. Traunm�uller (eds.), Expert systems in law.T�ubingen, 1988, 110- 126. 18
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